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Abstract:  The  purpose  of  this  study  is to investigate the relationship between free float of shares and the
P/E ratio with a price bubble in the companies listed in the Tehran Stock Exchange. This statistical society
contains  50  companies  which  are  more  active  than  others  announced  by  the  Stock  Exchange in 2010.
The scopes of  this study  are  2008  and 2009.  In  this study  it  was  used  Logit  model,  for  data  analysis.
Test  result show that there  is no significant  relationship between free float of shares and the P/E ratio with
a price bubble.
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INTRODUCTION However  the fundamental  valuation is computed,

Investing is one of the most important factor in and  do   so   to   the   point   of   being  “over-priced.”
economic growth and we known an incentive to maximize The prices then continue to  raise  further  and  further,
profit and minimize loss of Investing, are the main criteria far out-stripping any reality-based valuation. This goes
for effective decision in the stock market like any other on until some event stymies the buying and then a steep
markets. As stock markets is an important choice for price decline ensues. Economists and scholars from
investing, so it is in good position to attract capital and various disciplines have for years speculated about the
investors  with  consider degree of risk and expected causes of such run-ups in asset prices. These causes
result pick out their shares. Therefore, the efficiency of include  but  are  not  limited to: government
capital markets and financial resources necessary to regulation/de-regulation,  supportive monetary policy,
attract investors and thus more efficient allocation of new technologies, cultural changes favoring business,
resources that they have, it means that the prices demographic changes, expansion of media reporting of
fluctuations in the market should develop logically based business news, over-optimistic analyst forecasts, the
on  fundamental factors. If  the stock price changes growth of investment vehicles (like mutual funds), the
rapidly and fluctuations due to irrational factors, this perceived decline of inflation, the expansion of trading
option will be reduced the attractiveness of investment volume via retail trading and the popularization of
and control the outflow of capital from the markets, gambling. These factors combine with other amplification
ultimately it will reduce capital investment and economic mechanisms like herd behavior, over-confidence and
growth [1]. general irrational exuberance about the future to induce

Economists use the term “speculative bubble” to and support asset price run-ups [3].
describe a situation where asset prices rise above levels Since there is a bubble in  share prices, effect Prices
justified by economic fundamentals. Fundamental value of other assets, even if they do not have Condition of
levels  for  assets can be  measured in multiple ways. bubbles and bubbles are caused severe price difference
Often  they are measured in terms of  the discounted And weaken the market forces of supply and demand,
future cash flows an asset may accrue [2]. Which   eventually   leads  to  exit  of  liquidity   from  the

one  thing is certain:  assets prices rise during bubbles
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market and capital flight from the country, Discussion of Free Float: The free float is generally defined as the
bubbles  and  identify  factors  that  are  affecting the number of outstanding shares minus shares that are
stock  market  bubbles  is  more  important for Officials restricted from trading. The free float ratio is the
that  they  have  correct policy to avoid it. proportion of free floating shares in outstanding shares.

Literature Review shareholdings  and  include  cases  such as shares held
Concepts and Definitions by a parent company for control of a subsidiary, shares
Price Bubble: At  the peak of tulip mania some single held  by  the government  and  cross-shareholdings
tulip bulbs sold for more than 10 times the annual income among companies [10].
of a skilled craftsman. It is generally considered the first A method by which the market capitalization of an
recorded speculative bubble (or economic bubble) [4], index's underlying companies is calculated.Free-float
although   some   researchers  have  noted that the methodology  market  capitalization  is calculated by
Kipper-und Wipperzeit episode in 1619-22, a Europe-wide taking  the  equity's  priceand  multiplying it by the
chain of debasement of the metal content of coins to fund number  of  shares readily available  in  the Market.
warfare, featured mania-like similarities to a bubble [5]. Instead of  using all of  the shares outstanding like the
The term "tulip mania" is now often used metaphorically full-market capitalization method, the free-float method
to refer to any large economic bubble (when asset prices excludes locked-in shares such as those held by
deviate from intrinsic values) [6]. promoters andgovernments.

Bubbles  are  often  precipitated by perceptions of Calculated as: [11].
real improvements in the productivity and underlying
profitability of the corporate economy. But as history FFM=Share price ×
attests, investors then too often exaggerate the extent of (#Share outstanding-Locked in Shares) (2)
the improvement in economic fundamentals Human
psychology being what it is, bubbles tend to feed on P/E Ratio: The price/earnings ratio is one of the oldest
themselves and booms in their later stages are often and most frequently used metrics. Although a simple
supported by implausible projections of potential demand. indicator to calculate, the P/E is actually quite difficult to
Stock prices and equity premiums are then driven to interpret. It can be extremely informative in some
unsustainable levels. situations, while at other times it is next to meaningless.

Certainly, a bubble cannot persist indefinitely. As a result, investors often misuse this term and place
Eventually, unrealistic expectations of future earnings will more  value  in  the  P/E  than is warranted. The P/E ratio
be proven wrong. As this happens, asset prices will is  equal  to  a  stock's  market  capitalization  divided by
gravitate back to levels that are in line with a sustainable its after-tax earnings over a 12-month period, usually the
path for earnings. The continual pressing of reality on trailing period but occasionally the current or forward
perception inevitably disciplines the views of both period. The value is the same whether the calculation is
investors and managers [7]. done  for  the  whole company  or on a per-share basis.

Mathematical economics defines an asset price For example, the  P/E ratio of company A with a share
bubble as a positive  difference between the actual and price  of    $10  and    earnings    per   share  of  $2  is 5.
the pair (fundamental) price of the asset. The actual price The  higher  the  P/E ratio, the more  the market is willing
is given in standard modals of follows: [8] to   pay   for   each  dollar  of   annual  earnings.

Companies with high P/E ratios are more likely to be

(1)

When d   indicates  dividends, P   is  price at time t, E  (0)t t t

is  the  expected  value of   the  expression incorporating
all available information at time t. if  the rate (r) is fixed for
the whole period, the first complex term gives the
equilibrium price (fundamental value) [9].

Shares that are restricted from trading are called stable

considered "risky"  investments  than  those  with  low
P/E ratios, since a high P/E ratio signifies high
expectations.  Comparing   P/E  ratios  is  most  valuable
for companies within the same industry. The last year's
price/earnings ratio (P/E ratio) would be actual, while
current  year  and  forward   year   price/earnings  ratio
(P/E ratio) would be  estimates, but in each case, the "P"
in  the  equation  is  the current price. Companies that are
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not  currently profitable (that is, ones which have long-run equilibrium provides empirical support in favor
negative earnings) don't  have a P/E ratio at all. Also of the long-run validity of the present value model.
called earnings multiple . Nevertheless, in the short-run, US stock prices exhibit1

Research Backgrounds: Vakili Fard et al in [12]: in their value prices followed by a crash.
thesis ("The  relationship  between the amount of free Nasseh, Strauss in [16]: in their thesis (“Stock Prices
float of shares  with a price bubble in the companies and the dividend discount model:did their relation break
listed in Tehran Stock Exchange"), at first with a logistic down in the 1990s?”) They examine whether there has
regression found there is a significant relationship been a stable relation between prices and dividends over
between the amount of free float and price bubbles and the past 20 years for firms in the SandP 100. Their results
then announced that the companies whose free float of support the present-value model and a close link between
shares less than 20 percent are more prone to bubbles. stock prices and dividends for most of the sample period.

Grrenwood and Nagel in [13]: in their research However, since the mid 1990s, the present-value model
("Inexperienced investors snd bubble”) use mutual fund parameters indicate a 43% overvaluation of stock prices.
manager data from the technology bubble to examine the They show that a short-run decline in long-term interest
hypothesis that inexperienced investors play a role in the rates and a breakdown in the historic price dividend
formation of asset price bubbles. Using age as a proxy for relation can explain the overvaluation.
managers’ investment experience, they find that around
the peak of the technology bubble, mutual funds run by Hypotheses of Research:
younger managers are more heavily invested in
technology stocks, relative to their style benchmarks, H1: Free float of shares has significant effect on price
than their older colleagues. Furthermore, young managers, bubble;
but not old managers, exhibit trend-chasing behavior in H2: P/E ratio has significant effect on price bubble;
their technology stock investments. As a result, young
managers increase their technology holdings during the Research Method: This research is a descriptive -
run-up and decrease them during the downturn. Both correlation and comparison study. For collecting data
results are in line with the behavior of inexperienced theoretical studies and library is used. We use library,
investors in experimental asset markets. The economic research papers mostly collected from the internet, books,
significance of young managers’ actions is amplified by journals and specialized journals has been collected
large inflows into their funds prior to the peak in English and Latin. This statistical society contains 50
technology stock prices. companies which are more active than others announced

Nunes and D. silver in [14]: in their research by the Stock Exchange in 2010. The scopes of this study
(“Rational  Bubbles  in Emerging Stock Markets”) are 2008 and 2009.
detected rational bubbles in 22 emerging stock markets
using both standard and threshold cointegrtion. Eighteen Research Variables
stock markets experienced explosive bubble. (and some of Independent Variable
them periodically collapsing bubbles as well) the Free  Float:  For  collecting the information of free float,
remaining four markets experienced collapsing bubbles we use the data witch calculated by Tehran Stock
only. Exchange. First we Sort data in Excel software, then the

Bohl, Siklos in [15]: in their thesis (“The present value average of free float have been calculated for every year.
model of U.S stock prices redux”) Relying on a present
value model with time-varying expected returns and P/E Ratio: For collecting P/E in each year, the weighted
incorporating a quite general class of processes to model average of P/E has been extracted with Rhavrdnovin
bubble like stock price deviations from the long-run software.
equilibrium, they provide empirical evidence on the US log
dividend-price ratio over the 1871:1 - 2001:9 period, as well Dependent Variable
as for several sub-periods. The application of a Price Bubble: The dependent variable in this study is a
momentum threshold autoregressive technique designed price bubble. We use Run test to separate bubble
to  detect  asymmetric  short-run  adjustments  to  the companies.

large and persistent bubble like departures from present
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Research Methodology and Data Analysis: P(y = 1) = + X (6)
Run Test: The runs test (also called Wald-Wolfowitz test
after  Abraham  Wald   and   Jacob   Wolfowitz)   is a implies that the probability of success is a linear function
non-parametric  statistical  test  that  checks a of x. This is called the linear probability model. This model
randomness  hypothesis  for  a  two-valued data is simple but often inappropriate.
sequence. More precisely, it can be used to test the
hypothesis that the elements of the sequence are mutually Multiple Logistic Regressions: Logistic regression can
independent. handle multiple predictors. The multiple logistic
A "run" of a sequence is a maximal non-empty segment of regression model has the form
the  sequence  consisting  of  adjacent  equal elements.
For example, the sequence "++++---+++--++++++----" Logit [P(y = 1)] =  + (x ) + (X ) + … + (X ) (7)
consists of six runs, three of which consist of +'s and the
others of -'s. The run test is based on the null hypothesis The formula for the probability itself is
that the two elements + and - are independently drawn
from the same distribution. (8)

We will code values above the median as positive
and values below the median as negative. A run is defined
as a series of consecutive positive (or negative) values. Exponentiating a beta parameter provides the
The runs test is defined as: multiplicative effect that predictor on the odds, controlling

H = The Sequence Was Produced in a Random stronger the effect of the predictor xi, in the sense that the0

Manner odds ratio falls farther from 1 [18].
H = The Sequence Was Not Produced in a Random1

Manner RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Test: The test statistic is To investigate the factors which affected on price

Statistic:  (3)

where R is the observed number of runs, R, is the
expected number of runs and s  is the standard deviationR

of the number of runs. The values of R and s  areR

computed as follows: 

(4)

 (5)

where n  and n  are the number of positive and negative1 2

values in the series [17].

Logistic Regression: For a binary response variable y,
denote its two categories by 1 and 0. Commonly the
generic terms success and failure are used for these two
outcomes.

Linear Probability Model: For a single explanatory
variable, the simple model

1 1 2 2 i i

for the other variables. The farther a falls from 0, thei

bubble in 50 companies, First it has used Run test to
separate bubble companies. Results showed that nearly
50 percent of the firms in these two years had a price
bubble.

Then the two factors which effects on price bubble
were examined. For data analysis Excel and Eviews
software have been used.

The  final results  of  the  logit  regression  estimates
for 50 companies that the position of bubble has been
checked   in   2008,   is   as  follows (between 50
companies, 3 companies didn’t any transaction in 2008
and 1    company    had   not   announced   a   free  float
in 2008):

In this method to examine the significance of the
model, One of the criteria for meaningful evaluation is, the
Likelihood of LR statistic.

Regarding the above table,the likelihood of LR
statistic equals 0.555554 and it is larger than 0.05, so it
indicate that the result does not correspond with reality
and the estimated regression is not significant. Since the
value of each variable is greater than 0.05, indicating that
the test hypothesis is rejected for both independent
variable and among 50 companies in 2008, free  float  and
P / E didn’t effect on the bubble prices.
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Table 1: Final results of logit regression models estimated in 2008

Dependent Variable z Significant Possibility

Free Float 0.020- 0.021 0.94- × 0.344

0.115- 0.194 0.59- × 0.554

C 1.106 0.973 1.13 0.255

Number of obs 46 In case of a price bubble phenomenon, using tools
LR statistic 1.17558
Mc Fadden R-squared 0.01853
Prob (LR statistic) 0.555554

Table 2: Final results of logit regression models estimated in 2009

Dependent variable z Significant Possibility

Free Float 0.002- 0.024 0.11- × 0.9093

0.534 0.346 1.542 × 0.1229

C 0.532- 1.496 0.35- 0.7218

Number of obs 49
LR statistic 0.081184
Mc Fadden  R-squared 3.794365
Prob (LR statistic) 0.149991

Final results of logit regression models estimated at
the same way for 50 companies in 2009 and the result is as
follows (between 50 companies, 1 company had not
announced a free float in 2009):

Regarding the above table, the likelihood of LR
statistic equals 0.149991 and it is larger than 0.05,so it
indicate that the result does not correspond with reality
and the estimated regression is not significant. Since the
value of each variable is greater than 0.05, indicating that
the test hypothesis is rejected for both independent
variable  and among 50 companies in 2009, free float and
P / E didn’t effect on the bubble prices.

General Results:  The  results  show  that  the  variables
P / E and the free float of the company's didn’t affect on
the price bubble in 50 companies in 2008 and 2009.
According to the results of the other major factors which
effect on price bubbles such as: Poor transparency of
information, Low awareness of investors, Government
decisions, ( Rates of exchange, the government subsidies
for primary materials,…), A decreasing trend in interest
rates [19], Shareholders behavior and international events
[20]… The study results are acceptable. Since there is a
bubble in the stock market can destroy the power of
predicting and actual measurements of stock market,
moreover it can mislead investors and inefficiency in the
allocation of resources, the following suggestions are
recommended to managers and investors:

Existing bubble in the market shows emotional
purchases. Therefore, managers are advised to hold
training courses in various centers, Transparency and
disclosure of information rapidly, to avoid
Occurrence of price bubbles in companies listed in
Tehran Stock Exchange.

such as price limits and trading and also, if necessary,
close the corresponding symbols in general and even
the temporary closure of the stock exchange, is
recommended.
It  is recommended  to  investors  and  financial
analysts, for their Patterns of  decisions  don’t  rely
on  just benefit  and  trends,  so  they  should be
more accurate and they have useful information to
predict future movements to earn profits of
corporations
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